Modeling of chromosome motility during mitosis
Melissa K Gardner and David J Odde
Chromosome motility is a highly regulated and complex
process that ultimately achieves proper segregation of the
replicated genome. Recent modeling studies provide a
computational framework for investigating how microtubule
assembly dynamics, motor protein activity and mitotic spindle
mechanical properties are integrated to drive chromosome
motility. Among other things, these studies show that
metaphase chromosome oscillations can be explained by a
range of assumptions, and that non-oscillatory states can be
achieved with modest changes to the model parameters. In
addition, recent microscopy studies provide new insight into
the nature of the coupling between force on the kinetochore
and kinetochore–microtubule assembly/disassembly.
Together, these studies facilitate advancement toward a
unified model that quantitatively predicts chromosome motility.
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Introduction
During mitosis, dynamic microtubules mediate the
proper segregation of the replicated genome into each
of two daughter cells. These dynamic microtubules are
essential components of the mitotic spindle, which is
additionally composed of spindle poles, kinetochores
and the replicated chromosomes themselves (reviewed
in [1–3]).
Microtubules have an inherent polarity, and are generally
attached at their minus-end to the poles of the mitotic
spindle [4,5]. Microtubule plus-ends are often associated
with a kinetochore, a complex protein-based structure
that serves as the essential mechanical linkage between
dynamic microtubules and chromatin (reviewed in [6,7]).
The structure and molecular composition of the kinetochore is now emerging, with the finding that multiple
distinct protein complexes cooperate to achieve and
www.sciencedirect.com

maintain chromosome–microtubule coupling and regulate kinetochore-attached microtubule (kMT) plus-end
assembly (reviewed in [7,8]).
Microtubules are most dynamic at their plus-ends, with
extended periods of polymerization (growth) and depolymerization (shortening) [9,10]. Changes between these
two states are stochastic, characterized by ‘catastrophe’
events (a switch from the growing to the shortening state)
and ‘rescue’ events (a switch from shortening to growth), a
process termed dynamic instability [11]. During metaphase, the dynamic instability of kMTs can contribute to
the oscillations of chromosomes, a behavior called ‘directional instability’ [12]. Although microtubule plus-ends
are dynamic in a wide range of mitotic spindles, the
magnitude of observed chromosome oscillations due to
directional instability varies between organisms [13–18]
(reviewed in [19]). In general, the dynamic instability
behavior of microtubules is thought to be responsible for
kinetochore attachment during prophase and prometaphase and for the alignment of kinetochores during
metaphase, such that sister chromatids are ultimately
segregated into each of two nascent daughter cells during
anaphase (reviewed in [20–22]). The congression of sister
chromatids to a metaphase plate midway between the two
spindle poles is a characteristic hallmark of metaphase,
after which correction of segregation errors is relatively
limited [23–25]. Therefore, prometaphase, metaphase
and anaphase represent key phases in the accurate segregation of chromosomes.
The inherent complexity of the mitotic process, or even a
single phase of mitosis such as metaphase, has made it
challenging to infer the underlying mechanisms of chromosome motility directly from experimental observation.
To manage this complexity, mathematical and computational models have recently been developed to integrate
experimental results and provide a physical framework for
further investigation of mitotic chromosome motility, in
particular its control at the kinetochore. Here we review
current theoretical models for kinetochore motility during
mitosis. Key common elements of these theoretical models for kinetochore motility include the critical role of
kMT dynamic instability, and the importance of forces
exerted at the kinetochore in either directly or indirectly
regulating kMT dynamic instability. Other elements of
spindle dynamics are considered in some of these models,
depending on the specific model organism. These elements include the following: microtubule poleward flux
(experimental characterization in [14,26–28]); force generation at the kinetochore via microtubule-associated
molecular motors (reviewed in [29]); microtubule
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depolymerases at the kinetochore (experimental characterization in [30–33]); polar ejection forces (experimental
characterization in [16,34,35]); the mechanical properties
of the kinetochore; spatial gradients in the parameters of
kMT dynamic instability (experimental characterization
in [36–39]); and kMT attachment to and detachment
from kinetochores (i.e. turnover). Models for each specific
organism highlight common features as well as specific
differences between particular organisms.
Given the multiple phenomena that mediate mitosis, it is
not always obvious how they behave as an integrated
system. To manage the inherent complexity and to predict emergent properties, a number of recent studies have
used computational modeling. Similar to experimental
work, modeling of chromosome motility is now beginning
to develop a set of common methods, tools, terminologies
and standards. In the work reviewed here, the modeled
‘system’ has been defined as the mitotic spindle, with
special attention paid to the kinetochore–microtubule
interface that largely governs chromosome motility during mitosis (other aspects of mitosis modeling are
reviewed in [40,41]). In each simulation, the characteristics of the spindle components are defined on the basis
of experimental observations (e.g. plus-end directed
motors will tend to pull kinetochores in the direction
of the kMT plus-end). Beyond the general behaviors of
model components, simulation requires quantification
(e.g. how quickly and/or with how much force plus-end
directed motors pull kinetochores towards the kMT plusend) and these quantities are defined as model parameters (e.g. stall forces and unloaded velocities), with
associated parameter values. Finally, in order to account
for cell-to-cell variation as well as for variation in behavior
within a single cell, the models reviewed here incorporated stochastic ranges of behavior. These ‘Monte Carlo’
simulations are accomplished through the use of computer-generated random numbers and calculated probabilities (see Box 1). In addition to these modeling studies,
recent kMT structural data obtained using electron
microscopy and in vitro force measurements obtained
from single depolymerizing microtubules impinge on
the model assumptions and provide key tests of model
predictions.

A kinetochore motility model for multiple
microtubule attachment: PtK1 cells
In 1985, Terrell Hill proposed a model to describe microtubule–kinetochore interactions, providing a starting
point for the current modeling efforts [42]. Specifically,
this model describes the interaction between a depolymerizing microtubule and a set of binding sites on the
kinetochore. Here, the kinetochore is described as a
‘sleeve’ that surrounds the microtubule plus-end
(Figure 1a). Thermal fluctuations allow sliding of the
kinetochore sleeve relative to the kMT. Deeper insertion
of the kMT plus-end into the sleeve increases the
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2006, 18:639–647

Box 1 Stochastic simulation via the ‘Monte Carlo’ method
The ‘Monte Carlo’ method is useful for simulating both the mean and
standard deviation of an observed experimental observation, thus
adding experimentally observed ‘noise’ to otherwise deterministic
computer simulations. For example, simulation of microtubule
dynamic instability requires that the microtubule plus-end undergoes
both growth and shortening excursions, with abrupt and approximately random switching between these two states. The frequency
of switching from growth to shortening is characterized by the
catastrophe frequency (kc, units s1), while the frequency of
switching from shortening to growing is characterized by the rescue
frequency (kr, units s1). Therefore, in simulation, the probability of a
rescue event for a shortening microtubule is calculated via the
expression

prðrescueÞ ¼ 1  eðkrÞðtÞ
where t is the simulated time step in seconds. This establishes the
probability of a rescue event occurring for a shortening microtubule at
any given time step, based on the rescue frequency. Now that a
probability is calculated, a computer-generated random number
between 0 and 1 can be compared to the probability of the rescue
event at every time step. If the random number is less than the
probability, the rescue event will occur. For example, if the probability
is calculated to be 0.06 and the random number is 0.008, a rescue
event would occur during the simulated time step, and the microtubule would now begin to grow. The same method is used to
calculate the probability of catastrophe and thus simulate random
catastrophe events for growing microtubules. In general, the occurrence of any random event can be simulated with this approach.
Further details are given in Gillespie (1977) [93].

number of favorable wall contacts that the microtubule
makes with the kinetochore, and so reduces the free
energy of the kinetochore–microtubule interaction (i.e.
deeper insertion is energetically favorable; Figure 1a,
violet arrow). Conversely, removal of the kMT plusend from the kinetochore sleeve is energetically unfavorable and hence requires an energy input, which is provided by tension between the kinetochore and the kMT
(Figure 1a, blue arrow). Since energy is force multiplied
by distance, the force required to detach the kinetochore
from the kMT is equal to the energy of wall binding per
unit length of microtubule inserted into the sleeve. Hill
estimated the detachment force to be 16 pN (= 65
sites  10 pN-nm/site/40 nm) for meiotic grasshopper
spermatocytes. Note that in this model the kinetochore
remains attached indefinitely to a kMT when the tension
is below the detachment force, but that above this force
the kMT loses attachment rapidly (within 1 s or less).
This model provides a theoretical basis for how a 40 nm
kinetochore outer plate could in principle be sufficient to
provide persistent kMT–kinetochore attachments over a
wide range of tension values even while the kMT polymerizes and depolymerizes.
More recently, Joglekar and Hunt developed a detailed
mechanistic model to describe kinetochore motility during mitosis, based on experimental data collected in
potoroo kidney epithelial (PtK1) cells [43]. This model
is based theoretically on the Hill sleeve model, but is
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

Models for kinetochore motility in organisms with multiple kMT plus-end attachments. (a) In a ‘Hill-sleeve’ model developed by Joglekar &
Hunt (2002), a kMT sleeve provides passive resistance to kMT detachment from the kinetochore (violet), while polar ejection forces (green arrows)
and stretching of chromatin between sister kinetochores (blue arrow) tend to pull kMTs out of the kinetochore (kMTs shown in green
[GDP- tubulin subunits] and red [GTP-tubulin subunits]). The red rectangle represents an inner kinetochore plate that presents a natural barrier
limiting kMT growth. (b) A force balance model for chromosome motility as developed by Civelekoglu-Scholey and co-workers (2006). Here,
plus-end-directed motor forces (orange arrow), stretching of chromatin between sister kinetochores (blue arrow) and polar ejection forces (green
arrows) act to pull kMT plus-ends away from the kinetochore, while minus-end-directed motors tethered to the kinetochore (magenta arrow) act
to fully insert kMT tips into the kinetochore. Poleward flux of microtubules (brown arrows) is considered to be a ‘reeling-in’ force in the model,
i.e. a depolymerization-driven force at the spindle pole that antagonizes the action of the minus-end-directed motors at the kinetochore.
A microtubule depolymerase acts to destabilize the kMT tip as it enters the kinetochore, and the red rectangle represents an inner kinetochore
plate that functions as a barrier to limit kMT growth.

more comprehensive, meaning that it can account not
only for the attachment of kMT plus-ends to kinetochores, but also for the observed kinetochore oscillations
that both mono-oriented kinetochores (where the kinetochore is attached to one pole and the sister kinetochore
has no kMTs) and bi-oriented kinetochores (where sister
www.sciencedirect.com

kinetochores are attached to opposite poles) exhibit in
PtK1 mitotic spindles.
As in Figure 1a, the Joglekar and Hunt model relies not
only on physical interactions between the kinetochore
sleeve and the inserted kMT, but also on polar ejection
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2006, 18:639–647
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forces. Polar ejection forces are thought to push chromosomes away from the poles, possibly through kinesin
motors associated with chromatin [44–48]. Thus, directional instability in this model results from two antagonistic forces: first, polar ejection forces acting on the arms
of the chromosomes, directed towards the center of the
spindle (Figure 1a, green arrow), and second, towardsthe-pole forces generated by kMT depolymerization and
the subsequent tendency of the Hill-sleeve to minimize
free energy by fully inserting kMT tips into the sleeve
(Figure 1a, violet arrow). Note that the stretching of
chromatin between sister kinetochores is not essential
for directional instability because mono-oriented kinetochores also exhibit kinetochore oscillations (Figure 1a,
blue arrow).
This force balance results in kinetochore oscillations, as
consistent kinetochore motion towards the pole relies on
maintaining a pool of depolymerizing kMTs at the leading kinetochore. As kMTs continue to depolymerize, the
polar ejection force opposes the leading kinetochore
movement and thereby promotes the detachment of
depolymerizing kMTs from the leading kinetochore.
The closer the kinetochore moves towards the pole,
the more strongly the polar ejection force opposes its
advancement, and eventually the last depolymerizing
kMT detaches from the kinetochore as the load exceeds
the detachment force. At this point, even a single depolymerizing kMT on the sister kinetochore can establish
movement in the opposite direction. This leading kMT at
the sister kinetochore is soon joined by other kMTs as
they undergo catastrophe, so that the whole complex
moves towards the opposite half-spindle. As long as
new, growing kMTs are recruited into the vacated
sleeves, this model allows directional instability to occur
indefinitely.
The Joglekar and Hunt model provided an early example
of how a computer can be used to integrate many components of the mitotic spindle to interpret previously
published experimental results. Here, the action of many
kMTs and two sister kinetochores connected by intervening chromatin (modeled as a spring) were integrated
into a comprehensive simulation with relatively simple
rules and assumptions. Testing of parameter value ranges
can thus be used to predict the sensitivity and importance
of different model assumptions and behaviors. For example, force generated at the kinetochore in the model
depends strongly on the number of depolymerizing
kMTs, rather than on the total number of attached
microtubules. This could lead to the predictions that
there should be a mixture of polymerizing and depolymerizing kMTs attached to the kinetochore, and that the
ratio of polymerizing to depolymerizing kMTs vary as a
function of the position of the kinetochore in the spindle.
This type of prediction could then be compared to recent
EM experiments of the type described below, or more
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2006, 18:639–647

quantitative analysis of the extent of sister kinetochore
coordination as measured via light microscopy.

A kinetochore motility model for multiple
microtubule attachments: Drosophila
embryos
Molecular motors are an integral part of the mitotic
spindle, and chromosome attachment to depolymerizing
kMT plus-ends may be mediated at least in part by the
coupling activity of kinetochore-associated microtubulebased motors [49–51] (reviewed by [20]). An attachment
mechanism mediated by molecular motors serves as an
alternative to the passive ‘Hill-sleeve’ model.
In a recent model for mitosis in Drosophila embryos
developed by Civelekoglu-Scholey and co-workers
[52], kMT dynamics are coupled to the action of mitotic
motors to regulate plus-end attachment and chromosome
motility. In particular, the passive attachment of the Hill
sleeve is replaced with attachment via active molecular
motors. Like the Joglekar and Hunt model, this model
relies on a force balance at the kinetochore to determine
the state of tension on each individual microtubule–
kinetochore attachment. As shown in Figure 1b, many
other elements of the Joglekar and Hunt force balance are
included here as well, in particular the polar ejection force
acting on the arms of the chromosomes (Figure 1b, green
arrows) and the force of chromosome elastic stretching
between sister chromosomes (Figure 1b, blue arrows).
However, a number of additional forces are included as
well, all of which are ascribed to the activities of molecular
motors. First, two forces that act to pull kMT tips away
from kinetochores, thus destabilizing their attachments,
are included: poleward flux of microtubules, which is
considered to be a ‘reeling in force’ (in other words a
depolymerization-driven force at the pole), and which is
mediated by KLP10A (Figure 1b, brown arrows); and
plus-end-directed motor activity at the kinetochore,
which is mediated by CenpE (Figure 1b, orange arrow).
Second, forces that act to insert kMTs more fully into the
kinetochore, thus stabilizing their attachments, are
included in the model. These forces are derived from
minus-end-directed motors (dynein) at the kinetochore
(Figure 1b; note that a minus-end-directed motor tethered in the kinetochore would pull the microtubule into
the kinetochore as the motor walks toward the spindle
pole [magenta arrow]). The third addition to the model is
a microtubule depolymerase at the kinetochore
(KLP59C), which acts to destabilize kMT tips by suppressing rescue frequency when microtubule plus-ends
enter the kinetochore.
Importantly, kMT plus-end rescue is promoted by tension on an individual kMT attachment, which was not
assumed by Joglekar and Hunt, but was assumed previously for budding yeast (see discussion below)
www.sciencedirect.com
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[24,53,54]. Consequently, tension will tend to prevent a
kMT tip from depolymerizing out of the kinetochore, and
so will make kMT plus-end residence in the kinetochore
longer-lived. This effect is antagonized by the microtubule depolymerase at the kinetochore, as described
above.
A key prediction of this model is that the polymerization
state of bound kMT plus-ends should be at least partially
synchronized, such that poleward kinetochore motion
requires that the majority of the kMTs at the leading
kinetochore be depolymerizing. Similar to the Joglekar
and Hunt model, dynamic kMT attachments (i.e.
unstable attachments leading to frequent kMT detachment) form the basis for kinetochore oscillation in this
model. In general, if microtubule–kinetochore attachments are unstable, the kinetochore will oscillate, still
centered near the spindle equator by the polar ejection
force. In contrast, if most of the microtubule–kinetochore
attachments are stable, meaning that most of the kinetochore binding sites are occupied by kMT tips, the
kinetochore will not oscillate.
For example, Civelekoglu-Scholey et al. show that an
increased dynein level (increased kMT minus-end-directed motor force) has the consequence of pulling kMTs
farther into the kinetochore, which initially promotes
kMT disassembly. This effect increases the distance
between sister kinetochores and thus increases tension
on individual kMT attachments. Because increased tension stabilizes attachments by promoting kMT rescue, an
increased dynein level ultimately ensures that nearly all
of the kinetochore-associated kMT binding sites are
occupied. In this case, chromosome oscillations are suppressed as a result of the limited variability in kMT
attachments between sister kinetochores (i.e. the forces
are balanced). This effect is similar to the motion of
merotelically oriented kinetochores as described by
Cimini et al. (2004), where an imbalance in the number
of kMT attachments from opposite spindle poles results
in directed motion of a merotelic kinetochore away from
the spindle equator and toward the pole that has the larger
number of microtubules attached to the kinetochore,
which is usually the ‘correct’ pole [55]. Cimini et al.
argued that these merotelic kinetochore motions could be
explained if it was assumed that the assembly of a kMT is
promoted by tension, which may explain how these
merotelic errors are corrected in anaphase.
Thus, it appears that variation in the number of attachments over time is critical to the generation of kinetochore oscillations. The absolute number of attachment
sites in the model does not seem to be as important for
kinetochore oscillations as modulation of attachment
stability via motors and the regulation of rescue frequency
with tension. Overall, the model as developed by Civelekoglu-Scholey and co-workers represents a significant
www.sciencedirect.com

advance in scope, as it takes all known force generators in
the mitotic spindle into account. Application of this
model to experimental results in different organisms will
be helpful in dissecting differences in the underlying
molecular mechanisms.

A kinetochore motility model for single
microtubule attachment: budding yeast
In contrast to organisms with multiple kMT plus-end
attachments at the kinetochore, we recently developed a
model for kinetochore motility in budding yeast metaphase [56,57]. Because budding yeast represents a relatively simple system — there is a single kinetochore–
kMT attachment [58,59] and little or no detachment of
plus-ends from kinetochores during metaphase [60] —
the rules governing kMT plus-end dynamics can be
deduced directly from observations of kinetochore localization and dynamics [61].
In previous models of kinetochore motility in organisms
with multiple kMT attachments per kinetochore, kMT
plus-ends were allowed to polymerize through the outer
plate of the kinetochore, but then stop growing as the
plus-end impinges on the inner kinetochore plate. In
budding yeast metaphase simulations, the kinetochore
was assumed to track with the kMT plus-end, and thus
there was not a natural barrier to prevent kMT plus-ends
from growing indefinitely (other than the opposite pole).
Interestingly, though, metaphase in budding yeast is
characterized by a bi-lobed configuration, such that kinetochores are clustered away from the spindle equator area
into two distinct zones in each half-spindle, about midway
between the pole and the equator [18,62–64]. Note that in
this configuration the chromosomes themselves are centered in the spindle at the equator, and so can be considered to have undergone metaphase congression. This
effect can be modeled in budding yeast by a spatial
gradient in kMT catastrophe frequency, such that catastrophe frequency is high near the equator, and relatively
low near the pole. An appealing proposition is that a class
of kinetochore-associated depolymerases acting to limit
the growth of kMT plus-ends into the kinetochore inner
plate in organisms with multiple kMT plus-end attachments could be spatially regulated in yeast, acting to
prevent plus-end polymerization into the spindle equator
area.
In future work, it will be important to model the role of
molecular motors in budding yeast kinetochore motility
more explicitly [65].

Towards unified cellular and molecular level
models: recent studies on force-assembly
coupling in vitro and in vivo
Although modeling efforts combined with experimental
evidence have suggested that tension promotes net kMT
assembly, an underlying molecular mechanism for this
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2006, 18:639–647
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hypothesis is not yet clear. For this purpose, current
cellular-level modeling of mitosis will need to evolve
to incorporate in vitro experiments, electron microscopy
data, and recent advances in molecular-level modeling of
microtubule assembly.
For example, significant strides have recently been made
in both modeling and measurement of force production
by depolymerizing microtubules [49,66,67,68–72,73].
These studies show that even a single depolymerizing
microtubule can generate significant forces, and that a
simple kinetochore coupler could slow microtubule disassembly. In addition, the discovery that the budding
yeast Dam1 kinetochore protein complex forms a ring
around microtubules in vitro opens up the possibility that
there could be a kinetochore-associated coupler in budding yeast that acts to oppose outward bending of GDPtubulin protofilaments and thus promote kMT rescue
(Figure 2a) [74–77]. Further work has now revealed that
the Dam1 kinetochore ring complex can move processively at the ends of both polymerizing and depolymerizFigure 2

ing microtubules in vitro, supporting up to 3 pN of applied
tension [78,79].
The hypothesis that tension on a mechanical coupler
promotes net assembly, or at least suppresses disassembly, is supported by the recent work of Westermann et al
[79]. They found that as microtubules depolymerize in
vitro in the presence of Dam1 complex rings, the rings
slide along with the disassembling microtubule tips and
accumulate, which slows the microtubule disassembly
rate. In this experiment, it may be presumed that the
larger the number of rings at the tip, the larger the
frictional force associated with their movement. As the
rings accumulate they exert an increasing force that
resists depolymerization, which is consistent with the
observed reduction in shortening rate with increased
Dam1 complex accumulation and with the tensiondependent effects on kMT assembly assumed in the
Drosophila embryo and budding yeast models.
With the inclusion of the molecular-level detail regarding
yeast kinetochore structure that is emerging from light
and electron microscopy studies [80–83], development of
a molecular-level model for kMT dynamics [73,84]
would ideally be incorporated into cellular-level modeling efforts in order to gain a more complete picture of
kinetochore motility during mitosis.
Recent work highlights how quantitative electron microscopy data could be used to inform modeling, especially
in cases where there are multiple kMT attachments per
kinetochore [85,86]. Here, examination of kMT plusend configurations in PtK1, Drosophila S2 and C. elegans
cells indicates that kMT plus-end dynamics are not
tightly coordinated. The mixed polymerization state of
kMT plus-ends was predicted by the model of Joglekar
and Hunt, and is also consistent with a model where high
tension in the outer kinetochore plate promotes rescue of
depolymerizing kMTs [85] (Figure 2b). These discoveries further highlight the importance of integrating
quantitative experimental work and molecular level modeling with the current cellular-level modeling approaches.

Conclusions

Molecular-level models for tension-dependent regulation of kMT
dynamics. (a) The Dam1 protein complex has been observed to form a
ring around microtubules in vitro (blue, Dam1 protein complex in ring
configuration; kMT in green [GDP- tubulin subunits] and red [GTP-tubulin
subunits]). In budding yeast, the Dam1 complex could act as a
kinetochore-associated coupler that acts to oppose outward bending of
GDP-tubulin protofilaments and thus promote kMT rescue. (b) As
proposed by Vandenbeldt and coworkers [85], high tension in the outer
kinetochore plate could promote rescue of depolymerizing kMTs in
organisms with multiple kMTs attached per kinetochore. Here, the outer
kinetochore plaque (black) acts to oppose outward bending of GDPtubulin protofilaments and thus promote kMT rescue (kMT, green, GDPtubulin subunits; red, GTP-tubulin subunits).
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2006, 18:639–647

As kinetochore structure is dissected and new experimental techniques are developed to better understand
complex systems such as mitosis, modeling is likely to
serve as a useful tool with which to formalize and test
specific hypotheses. In addition, close integration
between experiment and theory should facilitate the
development of novel experiments and correspondingly
more quantitative experimental analysis (see [61]).
Modeling of complex cellular processes is in its early
stages, and it is expected that simulations will be continuously updated and improved as new experimental
results become available. Interesting possible areas for
www.sciencedirect.com
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development of kinetochore motility models during mitosis include: the integration of spindle pole separation and
maintenance models with current models for kMT and
kinetochore dynamics [87,88]; chromatin mechanics and
how chromatin may interface with the kinetochore
[89,90]; and the coupling of kinetochore congression
models with checkpoint data to better understand the
molecular basis of error correction and aneuploidy [91]. In
addition, revised or newly developed models should also
account for the effects of both microtubule stabilizing/
destabilizing drugs and the molecular perturbation of
microtubule-associated proteins on kinetochore motility
during mitosis.
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